TEACHER BOOK SAMPLE

Day 2
Continuing the Investigation of Paragraph Construction: Unrelated Sentences

Today we are going to examine another paragraph. Read the paragraph carefully. Then we are
going to consider a list of questions and discuss the answers. After we go through all of the questions, you
are going to write your own simple outline of the paragraph as it should be written without the unrelated
sentences.

Anthony quietly opened his bedroom door and looked up and down the hall
before sneaking downstairs to Dad's office. Mom had her own office, too. He
knew he wasn't allowed in there, but he needed to find topographic map G-62.
The week before his uncle had suggested the hiking trip, Anthony had seen Uncle
Tony studying that map. Uncle Tony had climbed the Matterhorn before.
Anthony was convinced that map G-62 must have clues to the exact location of
the secret passage. Dad was extremely careful with his maps, so Anthony was
surprised when he couldn't find it. The map should be on the wall right between
the red and blue pegs.
Guiding your child:
Let's consider how each supporting detail relates to the main idea as expressed in the topic sentence. First,
you need to locate the topic sentence and determine the main idea. Then, you need to examine all of the
supporting details and determine which ones are appropriate details and which ones are the unrelated
sentences.
What is the topic sentence? Anthony quietly opened his bedroom door and looked up and down the
hall before sneaking downstairs to Dad's office.
What is the focus of the topic sentence? (Anthony sneaking downstairs to his father's office)
What should all the sentences in the paragraph revolve around? (Anthony and something to
do with his father's office)
Let's consider each supporting detail.
1.

Mom had her own office, too. Does this sentence about Mom having her own office have to do with
Anthony and his father's office? (No. This is an unrelated sentence. If the paragraph had somehow
had Anthony leaving his father's office to continue searching in his mother's office, it might have
been related. Nothing, however, in this paragraph is at all related to Anthony's mother's office.)
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2.

He knew he wasn't allowed in there, but he needed to find topographic map G-62. How does this
sentence relate to the main idea of Anthony sneaking into his father's office? (Anthony sneaks down
to his father's office to search for a map. We learn why he wants to see the map in the next
sentence. )

3.

The week before his uncle had suggested the hiking trip, Anthony had seen Uncle Tony studying that
map. How does this sentence connect to Dad's office and Anthony's sneaking? (Anthony had seen
Uncle Tony studying that map the week before his uncle had suggested the hiking trip. As a reader,
we are starting to understand the connection between the map, the hiking trip, and the secret
passage.)

4.

Uncle Tony had climbed the Matterhorn before. Does this sentence about Uncle Tony having climbed
the Matterhorn have to do with Anthony and Dad's office or a map? (No. This is an unrelated
sentence.)

5.

Anthony was convinced that map G-62 must have clues to the exact location of the secret passage.
How does this sentence relate to the idea of Anthony sneaking into his father's office? (Anthony
snuck down to his father's office because he wants to find the map that Uncle Tony was studying.
Anthony believes the map shows the location of the secret passage.)

6.

Dad was extremely careful with his maps, so Anthony was surprised when he couldn't find it. How does
the way Anthony's father takes care of his maps relate to the main idea of the paragraph? (The map,
the entire reason for being in the office, is missing. The author does not tell the reader exactly why
it is missing. The author is creating suspense by guiding the reader toward a conclusion. Why do
you think the map is missing? Could it be for the same reason Anthony snuck into the office in
order to look at it? Could the map identify the real location of the secret passage? If so, is it possible
that Uncle Tony took the map?)

7.

The map should be on the wall right between the red and blue pegs . This detail is connected to the
last sentence we studied. Anthony knows exactly where the map should be. Does searching for
the map and not finding it relate to the main idea of sneaking into his father's office? (Yes)

Now you are going to use the answers to those questions to write the simple outline of the
paragraph. (Since this paragraph is quite lengthy, and your child will have written the outline,
either scribe the resulting paragraph with his or her oral directions, or divide this into a two day assignment
and have him or her write the paragraph correctly on a different day.)
(Example only. As long as the general information is included, it is correct.)

Answer

I.

Anthony quietly opened his bedroom door and looked up and down the
hall before sneaking downstairs to Dad's office.
A.

Anthony not allowed in office but needed topographical map G-62

B.

had seen Uncle Tony studying that map before suggested trip

C.

Anthony thought map had location of secret passage

D.

Anthony shocked because map missing and Dad careful with maps

E.

knew exactly where map should be, between red and blue pegs
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STUDENT BOOK SAMPLE

Day 2

Anthony quietly opened his bedroom door and looked up and down the hall before sneaking downstairs to
Dad's office. Mom had her own office, too. He knew he wasn't allowed in there, but he needed to find
topographic map G-62. The week before his uncle had suggested the hiking trip, Anthony had seen Uncle
Tony studying that map. Uncle Tony had climbed the Matterhorn before. Anthony was convinced that map
G-62 must have clues to the exact location of the secret passage. Dad was extremely careful with his maps,
so Anthony was surprised when he couldn't find it. The map should be on the wall right between the red
and blue pegs.

Write your outline on separate paper. It should follow this format. Do not attempt to write your
outline in this box.
..

Anthony quietly opened his bedroom door and looked up and down the hall before
sneaking downstairs to Dad's office.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
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